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SEATTLE, Feb. 1, 2010 -- The Boeing Company [NYSE: BA] and industry supplier HAVELSAN
announced today that they have completed installation of Mission Simulator and Mission Support Center
hardware for Turkey's Peace Eagle Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C) program.
The hardware installation was completed in October and November 2009 at the Peace Eagle Ground Support
Center in Konya, Turkey. The team will next install software, then conduct an integration and checkout
program.
The Mission Simulator features 10 mission consoles, instructor operator stations, and aircraft equipment rack
assemblies. It will provide training for Turkish Air Force crews on a full range of AEW&C missions,
reducing the monetary and environmental costs associated with training on the aircraft.
The Mission Support Center hardware includes both mission planning and flight planning terminals, replay
terminals, and Electronic Support Measures workstations. The center has two main functions: loading
mission software onto the Peace Eagle aircraft and providing initial data analysis following a mission.
"These installations are a major step forward for the program and set the stage for formal integration of the
hardware and software, as well as for developmental test and evaluation in spring 2010," said Mark Ellis,
Peace Eagle program manager for Boeing. "We appreciate the significant cooperation and support we have
received from the Turkish Air Force at the base in Konya. Likewise, HAVELSAN demonstrated outstanding
capability, focus and enthusiasm while working with us over the past 15 months to achieve these two
complex design and installation tasks."
HAVELSAN designed the subsystems, acquired the equipment and performed the two installations. Boeing
is providing technical guidance and oversight to ensure total system integration according to the Turkish
customer's requirements.
"Boeing has been an incomparable partner to us in the achievement of this major milestone," said Buyurman
Baykal, Peace Eagle program manager for HAVELSAN. "HAVELSAN will continue to demonstrate
excellence in the Airborne Early Warning and Control domain."
Installation of a third subsystem, the Software Support Center, is scheduled to be completed in Konya in
2010. This center will be used for software testing and upgrades. It features a live communications capability
for interaction with the Peace Eagle aircraft.
The Peace Eagle program includes four 737 AEW&C aircraft plus ground support segments for mission crew
training, mission support and system maintenance.
The Boeing 737-700 features 21st century avionics, navigation equipment and flight deck features. Because
of its advanced technology and a worldwide base of suppliers, parts and support equipment, the aircraft
requires minimal downtime for maintenance.
A unit of The Boeing Company, Boeing Defense, Space & Security is one of the world's largest defense,
space and security businesses specializing in innovative and capabilities-driven customer solutions, and the
world's largest and most versatile manufacturer of military aircraft. Headquartered in St. Louis, Boeing
Defense, Space & Security is a $34 billion business with 68,000 employees worldwide.
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